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1. 
This : inventionv relatesito-‘amimprovedi. appara"_ 

tus forvca‘rryin‘g': outichemical-reactionsr. wherein’: 
a’ fluid and?‘ a"pa11ticu1ate" solidi‘treating’i materialL 
are continuously? Brought‘? into intimate? contact" 
in a generallylhelicoidallfzoneeoi contactito effect; 
av chemical reaction; The invention“: d’eals-?parva 
ticularly'v with ant improvementitinf- the apparatus 
disclosed in" cop‘endin‘gi: application‘, Serial: N03» 
688,390; ?led. om August; 5,‘. 11946;.byf' Wi11iam:.c.. 
Offutt, Merald CI..Fogle‘:andttherpresent"inventor,o 
now U-;' S. Patentl~2,l5-'17-=,339. andiassignedl to‘ the‘: 
assignee ofthe presentlcapplicatiom. 
The aboveimenti‘onediapplication‘ disclosesiandf‘ 

claims a process and‘; apparatus-1- for? effecting: 
chemical reactions-between? a; ?uid‘ andfahnom 
?uidized? solid" particulate: treating; material‘, in: 
which- the1 solid? material" causedlvttol-?ow‘ con‘ 
tinuously in aisubstantially-f heliealtipatlt-throughi 
a reactionizone,“ and: alstreamp? ?uid-‘i's-tsimultaiw 
neously; passed‘: in a‘: substantially helical path? 
through ‘ s‘aidareactioni-r zone: and‘: in? contact with: 
said treating: material; Speci?cally} a‘;preferred-v 
apparatus disclosed? in» said? prior; applicatiom 
comprises a. generally» cylindrica-b shell‘ior vessel", 
which: is mounted: for. rotations.about.->its»longi-~ 
tudinal axis; and which: isxinteriorily provided». 
with‘ a he1icoid,-. the-..-peripheny:v of‘ which iS-"CODP' 
tiguous; or attached‘ to. they inner‘ wall. surfaces: 
of the vessel, the wholerotatingg asl-avrunitzandr 
without relative movementsbetweenrr the shell-1011" 
vessel- and the» helicoids, Means- are; provided-1; 
for introducing'stv a- stream-rot ?uidhat-lone- end‘ at 
the cylindrical ‘vessel andfon remQ-vingitRf-mm 
the other end of» the vesselr the-‘disposition; of»! 
the ?uid‘. inlet and- outlet, respectively, \ depend‘ 
ing upon whether it, isidesiredtoy pass the‘ fluid“ 
through the vessellin adirection-rconcurrentiwith 
or countercurrent 1 to .theodii'ection. of‘ transport; 
of‘ the particulate treating agent?th'rou'gili~ the 
vessel; Means areal'sorprovid'ed for introducing .. 
a solid particulate treatihgilag'ent‘» into one" end? 
of the vessel and‘ for removing,‘ it‘from the 0p 
posite' end of‘ the“ vessel. The‘inletan'd‘ outlet" 
for the particulate treating: agent“ are: disposed" 
at such ends‘ of the vessel ‘with? respect: to" the.‘ 
helicoid' and" the di‘r'ect'i‘oxr of"v rotation of’tlie' 
vessel, 1; e:, clockwise or." counterclockwise; that?‘ 
upon“ rotation: of the vessel‘ and"tl‘ie'helic'oiti‘v the ‘ 
whorls of the helicoid“ will"? have an apparent‘ 
direction‘ of‘ movement away from' the‘ outlet“ 
means and- toward“ the inlet- means; The~ par-‘ 
ticulate ‘treating; agent; is thenim'ovediby‘ the'i.ro= 
tating vessel through" the‘ vessel‘ in" a: vdfre‘ctiori‘ 
opposite‘ to: the“ apparent direction? of'fmoveme'nt'? 
of the helicoi'di Forexamplér lira’ horizontally 
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disposed‘. vesselthavlngaiitstprincipar‘ axi'sa nor-malt 
toz. thevli'ne ‘of vision; off arr observer, if? the hell‘; 
cold is? in: the-‘form2 of? wright-hand screw: and? 
appears: to? rotate clockwise: when viewed:- from 
thesend-'atZthei-right'or!thetobserverpthe:whorls: 
ofi theahelicoidf nearest: the observer: v'villr . appear‘ 
toatravel:from-atheilettl.tbatheYright'ofi‘tha‘observer; 
Irv-such; case; theeinl‘et" for‘; treating agent is dis-~ 
posedii atlthetrightJendaor: the‘v'vesself andihe'licolma. 
andi- thei-outletais- disposedaatathe left; Under‘ 
the‘: same: eonditions'flo'f- observation} if the’ hell-r 
coi'd; i'srm the: forimi of? a1: ri'ght-hand screw and: 
appears‘: to.2 rotate countere1ockwise;._. then! the: in‘- 
leti would be disposedf. at: the?“ left: end and: the. 

iioutlet‘l at»: the right; because the whorls?- ofv the? 
helicoidfi then“ appear‘. toiixn'ovettromi right-i to left._ 
Under‘: thee-same conditionsioriobservation;. if-zthe'» 
helicoi'd the:form11o£f1a1leftahandiscrewt"and? 
appears‘; to" rotate clockwise; thei whorls.» of the“ 

ii-helleo'i‘dll nearest?v the: observes] appear-i tos move" 
from‘; righthto'f: left; and‘?Z the: inlet- isf: disposed?‘ at? 
the! left end? and-“the; outletiiat the right.‘ Again? 
under the: same‘; conditions: of‘ observationztif the‘ ~ 
heli‘coidiisilwither-form; ofi a’léft-handl screw" and?‘ 
appears; to rotate-- counterclockwisek them the" 
whorls: appears‘ to: moves from: lei-titer right}. and‘' 
theryri'nleti disposed“ at» the’: rightt end‘ and» the:v 
outletl‘a?thelefta 

As‘; further: disclosed incsaidil prior; application, 

shaftico'axially disposed;within"thelrotatmgivese 
sell.‘ By: means?o?rsuchi-aa;coresmaximumi uni-e 
rormitt or: contact- between‘ the“: fluidl-rand par-ii’ 
ticulate treating agent can be secured. . The’size 
or? the core'srelative: t'o': the'ksi'zecofl the? ves'sell‘m'ay 
bevariedi over‘? a-‘1 wide l-rangaoand: in "genera-1: it. 

' coreihavinga a- cross— is: desirable-l: to; employ‘ 
‘ to‘: 50 per‘ cent- ofa'thef sectional?‘ area-7 ofE'f m 

cross-sectional!“ area-.01’ the? vessell. 
off;v loadihgii- o'fi' partlculatetreatingi agent; 1111 the 
vessel;- which: is? notmallv'sh‘gli'tly‘» in} excess: of 
SUI/‘per- 'cent?lof?the1£ree~.vo1i1m ' tftne? vessel; may; 
be‘; increased?‘ hy-v r‘est’rietingftlie?tltiw‘fo'fv partieula'tef 

treatise, agentH-from; the-discharge: end; of: vessel by means of an adjiist'alile“.7ori?ce‘;v suehf 

asliahvalve<oritheilikez> ‘ 
Fora?complete-deseription‘ their-construction 

and‘oper'ation-Iofapparatuso tli‘ typei‘desorihedé 
reference“ is» made tbl the-1 prior“ application; rei 
ferredir:tothereinaliove‘; 

the‘ operation‘ of the"ihveritlbnfinlaccordil 
ance with the prior application}? th‘elpar‘t-iculat'e" 
treating’ mat'eria‘b fallsl-ibyi'gravitv' iiit'o" the’ space 
within the‘ vessel; between” theii‘nlet“ end ‘and the 

"55'" ?rst whorl of the helicoidi' Since‘the‘appareht" 

The“ degree". 
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direction of motion of- the helicoid is toward 
the inlet end, this results in a piling up of the 
particulate material in the said space until suffi 
cient has accumulated to pass over the axis of 
the helicoid or the core, if a core is provided, 
and thence into the space between the first and 
second whorls, and this action continues until, 
ultimately, particulate material has traveled 
through the complete path de?ned by the heli 
coid and leaves the apparatus by the outlet open 
ing at the opposite end of the reaction vessel. 
The rate at which solid particulate treating ma 
terial passes through the vessel normally varies 
over a wide range, depending on the loading, 
the pitch of the helicoid, the. speed of rotation 
and other factors described in the prior ap 
plication. ‘ ~ I‘ 

In normal operation, an unrestricted supply 
of solid particulate treating agent is provided 
at the inlet end, and the outlet rate at the oppo 
site end of- the vessel is maintained at the desired 
value, as by a valve mechanism or the like. 
Since-for reasons of practical construction, the 
inlet opening for particulate treating material 
is appreciably smaller than the diameter of the 
vessel itself, the rate of feeding of the solid ma 
terial tends to be restricted by the solids already, 
in the vessel. This restricted action results from 
the‘ fa'ctthat the solids can only move away from _ 
the inlet end by accumulating to a depth suf? 
cient to cause a part of them to roll over the 
center axis or core and thus become de?ected 
by the helicoidal member toward the outlet end. 
Before the solids accumulate. to this required 
depth adjacent the inlet opening, they neces 
sarily roll back upon themselves and partly block ‘ 
the inlet opening, thus reducing its capacity to 
feed more solids to the vessel. Under, many con 
ditions of operation, this blocking, action may be 
great enough to restrict the average capacity of 
the inlet port to a value lower than the desired 
throughput of the case. The inlet port, rather 
than the outlet port, or the valve associated with 
the latter, then restricts the particulate solids 
capacity of the. apparatus, and as, a result the 
loading drops down from the desired high value 
to one which may approach 50 per cent. Such 
a situation will obviously often be undesirable. 

It is a principal object of the present invention 
to provide a means by whichthe rate of admis- ' 
sion of solid treating material to apparatus of 
this type. is rendered substantially independent 
of the limiting factor discussed in the preceding 
paragraph. 

Another. object of the invention is to provide 
a treatment apparatus of this general character 
in which the admission of solid treating materials. 
will be expedited, but without the necessity of 
enlarging the size of the inlet port. 
A further object of the invention is to modify 

the design of chemical treatment apparatus to 
accomplish the above ends, with a minimum of 
mechanical modi?cation and alteration, and 
without unduly increasing the size, complexity 
or cost of such equipment. 
The above and other objects, and the manner 

in which they are accomplished, will best be un 
derstood by reference to the following detailed 
speci?cation of certain preferred embodiments 
of the invention, taken in connection with the 
accompanying drawings forming a part hereof 
and in which drawings: 

Fig. 1 is aside elevation, with'parts broken 
away and partly in section, of a preferred em 
bodiment of the invention; - 
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4 
Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken on line 2-—2 of 

Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a perspective view, with parts omitted 

for clarity and parts broken away, of a second 
embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary elevational view, partly 
in section, of another modi?cation; 

Fig. 5 is a side view thereof, and 
Fig. 6 is a plan View of the same modi?cation. 
Referring now to Figs. 1 and 2 of the draw 

ings, there is illustrated a treatment apparatus 
of the kind described in detail in the copending 
application referred to above, adapted to eifect 
contact between ?uids and ?nely divided or gran 
ular solid catalyst or other solid particulate 
treating agent or material with continuous ?ow 
of‘ the ?uid and particulate treating material. 
As shown in the drawings, the apparatus com 
prises a vessel or shell ID of generally cylindrical 
con?guration, disposed with its principal axis 
in a horizontal plane and having end closure 
members II and 12. .The vessel It is, in the in 
stance shown, interiorly provided with a coax 
ially disposed core [3, which may be either hol 
low or solid, and which extends throughout the 
major portion of the length of the vessel Ill. The , 
core I3 is mounted upon extensions or shaft 
members I4 and. Ila which are suitably sup 
ported in bearings 15 and 15a located in bearing 
housings I6 and [6a, respectively. In the annu 
lar space between the core [3 and the casing H3 
there is mounted on the core a helicoid ll, the 
periphery of which is contiguous to and inte 
grally attached to the interior wall surfaces of 
the vessel Ill. The vessel I0, core [3, shaft mem 
bers l4 and Ma, and helicoid ll rotate as a unit. 
The vessel or shell [0 is located within a sta 

tionary outer casing l8 of cylindrical con?gura 
tion. As disclosed in the prior copending appli 
cation hereinabove identi?ed, in many cases it 
is desirable or advantageous to provide for pass 
ing . a ?uid heat-controlling medium such as 

Water, oil, air, steam or the like into or through 
the space between the rotating vessel It] and the 
stationary outer casing 18, whereby the tempera 
ture within the vessel I0 may be regulated. The 
purpose may be either to supply or remove heat. 
The outer casing I8 is provided at one end with 
a closure member l9 to which is integrally at 
tached a conduit 20 adapted to serve as a means 
for feeding particulate treating agent into the 
interior of the inner shell or vessel 10. A con 
duit 2|, terminating in the conduit 20, is pro 
vided for the removal (or introduction, as the 
1case may be) of fluids, such as vaporized or gase 
ous hydrocarbons, for example. The bearing 
housing [6 at this end of the apparatus may, as 
shown, be integrally connected to the conduit 20. 
At the opposite end of the apparatus, the outer 

‘casing 18 is provided with a ?ange 25 which 
is secured by bolts or other suitable fastening 
devices 26 to an end or closure member 21, to 
which is attached a conduit 28 terminating co 
axially with the vessel I0 in or near the plane of 
the end member l2 and providing an outlet port 
for treating agent from the vessel Ill. The hear 
ing housing 16a supporting the shaft member 
Ma at this end of the apparatus is conveniently 
integrally attached to the conduit 28, and the 
latter is also provided with an intercommunicat 
ing conduit 29 serving to introduce ?uid into the 
interior of the rotating vessel ID (or, as the case 
may be, to remove such fluid from the vessel l 0). 
The conduit 28 is also provided with a valve 30 
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for regulating the-.?ow. of: treating. agent; The 
right-hand end of helicoid IT, as seen in Fig. 1 
ofthe drawings, isspaced a short. distance from 
the conduit 28 in‘ order to prevent it‘from inter 
fering with the movement of the particulate 
treating agent out of the interior of the vessel 
10. The left-hand end of helicoid [1, however, 
terminates a sufficient distance inside of the end 
plate II to accommodate the- improvement of 
the present invention, which in the» present case 
is a shield. comprising. a set. of. four broad-bladed 
propeller-type ?ns 32 secured to shaft [4, suc 
cessive blades being spaced at substantially 90 
degree angles to one another. The projected 
width of these blades or ?ns, as shown in Fig. 2 
of- thedrawings, is preferably‘only slightly greater 
than the diameter of the inlet port from conduit 
20, and the pitch of the blades is made relatively 
small so that they do not occupy too large a por 
tion of the vessel. As shown in Fig. 1, the slope 
of the ?ns or blades is in the same direction as 
that of the helicoid l1. 
In operation, rotation of shaft M, Ma rotates 

the helicoid IT in the direction of the arrows in 
Fig. 1, and the blades or ?ns 32 rotate in the same 
sense therewith. Solids entering via conduit 20 
build up in vessel H3 about the blades 32 to a 
depth sufficient to permit them to roll over the 
shaft carrying the ?ns 32, which then de?ect 
such solids away from the inlet opening, permit 
ting more solids to enter by gravity. In other 
words, the blades 32 de?ect the solids contin 
uously away from the inlet port as they roll over 
the shaft so that the amount of solids allowed to 
enter is not restricted by the solids already in 
the vessel. While the device just described is 
provided with four blades, it is apparent that 
the same result can be achieved with more or 
fewer blades arranged in various ways, so long 
as the assembly operates to direct incoming solids 
away from the inlet port. 

Fig. 3 of the drawings illustrates diagrammati 
cally a second form of the invention, comprising 
a stationary shield 31; ?xedly secured about the 
periphery of the inlet port of the solids conduit 
20. The lower forward edge of shield 34 is in 
clined as at 36 in the same direction as the pitch 
of the helicoid with which it is used, and while 
this form of the invention does not impart any 
forward motion to particles entering through 
the port, it does prevent such particles from roll 
ing directly across the inlet opening and block 
ing the passage of more material into the vessel. 
In Figs. 4 to 6 of the drawing there are shown 

three views of another stationary type of shield 
similar in application and position to the one 
shown in Fig. 3. In this instance, however, the 
shield 38, which is ?xedly secured about the pe 
riphery of the inlet port, is inclined to the direc 
tion of the axis of the helicoid, and this sloping 
surface imparts some forward motion to the solid 
particles as they roll down across it. 
As in the above-identi?ed copending applica 

tion, the apparatus of this invention is useful 
for a wide variety of chemical reactions wherein 
a ?uid is contacted with a solid particulate treat 
ing agent. These include various hydrocarbon 
treatments, such as cracking, coking, desulfuriza 
tion, hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, polymeri 
zation, isomerization, etc. of hydrocarbons, as well 
as chemical syntheses. The apparatus of the in 
vention achieves uniform, intimate and efficient 
contact between the solid treating agent and the 
?uid to be treated, and at the same time mini 
mizes grinding and pulverizing of the solid treat 
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6}’ 
ing agent and. weanandiabrasioni of ‘f the appara 
tus.‘ ~ 

While (there havebeen-disclosed3 herein certain 
exemplary embodiments-of! the invention which 
have been foundisatisfactoryi solving the prob 
lem',.it is apparentthatmany other arrangements 
may be devised to provide for’ increasing thev de 
gree of loading of the vessel [0; in the presence 
of an inlet port of smaller diameter than that 
of» the vessel itself, by reducing the tendency 
of the- solids already the vessel to block the 
ingress of! additi'onal'solid's- due- to their rolling 
in front of said- inlet‘ port, and all such arrange 
ments as-falllwithin- the scope‘ of the appended 
claims are‘ considered a part of? this invention. 
What I claim is: > 
1. Apparatus for effectinga-chemical' reaction 

wherein a ?uid is treated with a solid particulate 
treating agent, comprising: a closed cylindrical 
shell; 2:. helicoid coaxially disposed within said 
shell and attached at its periphery to the inner 
wall of said shell; means for rotating said shell 
and helicoid as a unit about their common prin 
cipal axes; inlet means for introducing said 
treating agent at one end of said shell, said inlet 
means being so positioned with respect to the 
helicoid that upon rotation of said shell and 
helicoid, the helicoid will have an apparent 
longitudinal movement along its principal axis 
toward said inlet means; outlet means for with 
drawing treating agent disposed at the opposite 
end of said shell from said inlet means; means 
for introducing ?uid at one end of said shell and 
for withdrawing treated ?uid at the other end; 
and a shield member mounted within said shell 
between said inlet means and said helicoid, with 
at least a portion of said shield member lying 
above the axis of rotation of said helicoid and 
having a width substantially coextensive with the 
diameter of said inlet means, said shield member 
preventing the particulate treating agent lying 
within said shell from rolling across the inlet 
means and blocking the passage of more particu 
late treating agent into said shell. 

2. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 in 
which said shield member comprises a shield 
element ?xedly secured about said inlet means. 

3. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 in 
which said shield member comprises a set of 
propeller-type ?ns arranged for rotation with 
said shell and said helicoid as a unit. 

4. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 in 
which the shield member is provided with at least 
one surface inclined to the direction of the axis 
of rotation of said helicoid. 

5. Apparatus for effecting chemical reactions 
wherein a ?uid is treated with a solid particulate 
treating agent, comprising: a closed cylindrical 
shell; a core member coaxially disposed within 
said shell; a helicoid coaxially disposed within 
said shell, attached at its periphery to the inner 
wall of said shell and mounted on said core mem 
ber; means for rotating said shell, core member 
and helicoid as a unit about their common axes; 
means de?ning an inlet port for introducing said 
treating agent at one end of said shell, said port 
de?ning means being so disposed with reference 
to the helicoid that upon rotation of the latter, 
the helicoid will have an apparent longitudinal 
movement along its principal axis toward said 
inlet port; a solid particulate material directing 
element positioned adjacent said inlet port and 
within said shell, with at least a portion of said 
solid particulate material directing element lying 
above the axis of rotation of said helicoid and 
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having a width substantially coextensive with the 
diameter of said inlet port, said solid particulate 
material directing element preventing the par 
ticulate treating agent lying within said shell 
from rolling across the inlet port and blocking 
the passage of more particulate treating agent 
into said shell; and means for withdrawing treat 
ing agent from that end of said shell opposite to 
said directing element. 

' 8. Apparatus in accordance with claim 5 in 
which said directing element is provided with 
at least one surface inclined to the direction of 
the axis of rotation of said helicoid. 

RALPH W. HELWIG. 
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6. Apparatus in accordance with claim 5 in 10 ?le of this patent; 

which said directing element comprises a shield 
element ?xedly secured about said inlet port. 

7. Apparatus in accordance with claim 5 in 
which said directing element comprises bladed 
propeller-type ?ns ?xedly secured for rotation 
with said shell and said helicoid and arranged to 
sweep across said port. 
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